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Lasting legacy
Martin Luther King, Jr. honored by Harrisonburg community with street name change and a walk
By WILLIAM MASON
AND IJ CHAN
The Breeze

Martin Luther King Jr., day
might be over, but Harrisonburg
residents will get a daily reminder of the great civil rights leader.
Cantrell Avenue officially
became Martin Luther King Jr.
Way on Jan. 1.
Yesterday, a renaming ceremony took place on in Memorial Hall,
followed by a ribbon cutting and a
walk down the newly named road.
Harrisonburg resident Stan
Maclin asked the city council
last February to name a street for
Martin Luther King, Jr. after being
inspired by the civil rights leader’s quote “Out of the mountain
of despair, a stone of hope,” which
appears on the King Memorial in
Washington, D.C.
Maclin thought renaming the
street would be a great testament
to Harrisonburg’s African-American community — which showed
great strength in overcoming the
toils of slavery, Jim Crow Laws and
segregation.
Maclin’s idea was met with a
great deal of support, and on April
9, 2013 the city council appointed
a task force to select a street to
be renamed after Martin Luther
King, Jr.

Eventually, the task force narrowed the streets down to two
options: Cantrell Avenue and
Stone Spring Road.
“Cantrell was eventually chosen because it had fewer residents
who would have to change their
address, and it runs through the
entire town,” Elaine Blakely, Martin Luther King, Jr. Way Coalition
event coordinator, said. “Because
of its prominence, both residents
and visitors would be able to see a
change in Harrisonburg.”
According to Blakely, when
Cantrell was announced as the
street to be renamed, the decision
had little backlash.
“I think there was one person
who was more outspoken than
the others, but that went away
rather quickly,” Blakely said. “I
think there was some concern that
changing the street name would
be allowing the history behind
Cantrell to slip away, but when we
researched the history behind the
street name we found that there
was no real significance behind
the name.”
While there was very little
dissent from the Harrisonburg
community about the name
change, members of
see MLK, page 4
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Students of local Harrisonburg elementary schools and community members lead the way on a
walk commemorating the renaming of Cantrell Avenue to Martin Luther King, Jr. Way.

WATER RELIEF

The E.A.R.T.H. Club collected clean water on Saturday
for West Virginians affected by a toxic chemical leak.
They also collected monetary donations, wipes, diapers,
plastic cutlery and disposable plates.
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JMU’s decision makers convene
Coach Withers introduced to
subcommittee, facilities to be updated

Highlights from last
semester were presented to the BOV
By IJ CHAN
The Breeze

By HAYLEY THOMPSON
The Breeze

The Board of Visitors were able to see a long list
of university-wide achievements at Friday afternoon’s meeting.

The Board of Visitors met Friday for the first time
since releasing the controversial Carr Report in early
October. While less eventful than the last time the group
convened, the athletics sub-committee of the BOV had
updates for many JMU varsity sports.
New head football coach Everett Withers kicked off
the meeting, introducing himself to the sub-committee
and touching on a few of the changes he has made to the
program since his arrival.
“My job as head football coach is to grow young men,
athletically, obviously academically and socially,” he said.
“We’ve got a lot of boys right now. We’re trying to train
them to be grown men.”

President’s Report

The meeting opened with a report from President Jon Alger, in which he spoke about several
programs’ achievements from last semester, including the JMU Study Abroad Program, the Marching
Royal Dukes and the JMU Army ROTC Ranger
Team.
He also recognized two faculty members for winning prestigious awards.
see VISITORS, page 3
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see BOV, page 12

The JMU Board of Visitors met on Friday afternoon in Festival. At the meeting
President Jon Alger gave a report on the university and its plans for the future.
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LOS ANGELES — The world’s largest
surviving population of white rhinos
suffered its heaviest toll on record last
year when poachers killed more than
1,000 of the threatened animals to feed
an international market for trinkets and
potions made from their horns.
The South African Department of
Environmental Affairs reported Friday
that it had counted 1,004 rhinos killed
by poachers in 2013, mostly in Kruger
National Park, along the porous border
with Mozambique.
It was the worst year for rhinoceros
poaching since the government began
tracking the illegal hunting in the early
1900s, National Geographic reported.
South Africa is home to more than
20,000 white rhinos, about 80 percent
of the world’s population of the iconic
beasts that numbered 500,000 a century ago, conservation organizations
report.
Soaring demand for rhino horns
from Asian countries, particularly

China and Vietnam, is driving up
prices for the slain animals’ signature
feature, nurturing an illegal poaching
network operating out of Mozambique,
explained Tom Milliken, rhinoceros
expert with the global wildlife trade
monitoring organization TRAFFIC.
“South Africa and Mozambique must
decisively up their game if they hope
to stop this blatant robbery of southern
Africa’s natural heritage,” Milliken said,
calling on authorities to make 2014 “the
turning point where the world, collectively, says ‘enough is enough’ and brings
these criminal networks down.”

Syrian opposition
agrees to peace
talks
Los Angeles Times

BEIRUT — Despite deep divisions,
the major U.S.-backed Syrian opposition bloc voted Saturday to participate
in peace talks scheduled to begin this
week in Switzerland, ending months of
uncertainty about whether the group
would attend the long-anticipated
negotiations.
“We are going to the conference
without heads held high for those
who are witnessing the most heinous

massacres in history,” a sullen Ahmad
Jarba, the coalition president, told
reporters gathered at a hotel outside
Istanbul, Turkey, where the opposition
delegates gathered.
The coalition vote would seem to
ensure that the conference, the first
face-to-face meeting between the
exiled opposition and the government
of President Bashar Assad, would begin
as scheduled on Wednesday in the
Swiss city of Montreux.
Although the conference is viewed as
the most concerted international effort
to end the almost-three year civil war,
it is still an open question whether the
talks will accomplish much to end the
bloodshed in Syria.
Mixed signals from the opposition
had left an air of uncertainty as the socalled Geneva II conference was set to
kick off. Coalition activists, who had
long vowed never to negotiate with the
Assad government, had pushed without success for guarantees that the
talks would lead to Assad’s departure
from office. U.S. Secretary of State John
F. Kerry lauded the decision Saturday
as a “courageous” move. The decision
averted a potential embarrassment
for the Obama administration, which
had engaged in months of diplomatic
cajoling and arm-twisting in an effort
to convince its hesitant allies and proxies to come to the peace table.

Afghanistan
restaurant attack
kills 21
Los Angeles Times

KABUL — Officials on Saturday raised
the death toll from a Taliban assault on
a popular Kabul restaurant to 21 people,
including 13 foreigners, in one of the
worst attacks on Western civilians in the
12-year war in Afghanistan.
The dead in Friday evening’s dinnertime attack, which has shocked Kabul’s
closely knit expatriate community,
included two Americans who worked
for the privately run American University of Afghanistan, as well as the Lebanese
country director for the International Monetary Fund, a Russian United
Nations official and two Britons.
The Taliban said in a statement that
the attack was retaliation for a NATO
coalition airstrike last week in Parwan
province that the group claimed killed
many civilians. The coalition acknowledged last week that two civilians were
killed but said the operation successfully
targeted insurgents “in a high-threat area
with Taliban activity.”
Compiled from McClatchy-Tribune
wire services

NATION NEWS
U.S. allies, Iran begin
race to reach nuclear
deal
McClatchy Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON — After more than a decade
of stalemate and threats, the clock starts Monday on the six-month initial phase of a deal that
negotiators for Iran, the United States and five
other world powers say could lead to a permanent agreement to defuse tensions over Iran’s
nuclear program.
Beginning Monday, Iran has agreed to take
steps to curtail some aspects of its nuclear program in exchange for $7 billion in relief from
economic sanctions that the U.S. and its allies
have imposed on the Islamic republic.
The measures are intended to build confidence between the two sides that a permanent
deal would be respected by both and won’t
be used by the Iranians simply to get closer to
building a nuclear weapon, as the United States
has accused them of doing.
But reaching a permanent deal and removing

from the world’s problems the threat of a military strike against Iran _ is hardly a certainty.
The obstacles are many, and they come from
both Iran and the United States. “It’s a huge step
forward,” said Daryl Kimball, executive director
of Arms Control Association, a policy institute
in Washington that’s closely monitored the
nuclear talks. “It’s not everything we want it to
be, and it’s not everything the Iranians want it
to be, but it’s far better than an unconstrained
Iranian nuclear program.”

House chairman says
Russia might have
helped Snowden
McClatchy Washington Bureau

WASHNGTON — House Intelligence Committee Chairman Mike Rogers, R-Mich., said
Sunday that former National Security Agency
contractor Edward Snowden may have received
help from Russian intelligence in stealing and
leaking thousands of classified files, many of
which the lawmaker said compromised U.S.
military operations.

“He is likely to have had help. I think there
are some interesting questions ... that certainly would lend one to believe that the Russians
had at least in some part something to do with”
Snowden’s activities, Rogers said Sunday on
CBS’s “Face the Nation.” “Something more was
going on there.”
Many of the thousands of computer files that
Snowden copied from the agency’s computer
servers related not only to surveillance programs, but also U.S. military operations, some
of which now have to be ended, Rogers added.
Snowden is living in Russia, which granted him temporary asylum. Privacy advocates
portray him as a hero for disclosing NSA surveillance programs, but U.S. officials call Snowden
a traitor who joined the agency with the intent
to steal and release information.
Rogers said earlier this month that a damage
assessment by the Defense Intelligence Agency
indicates most of the estimated 1.7 million classified documents that officials say Snowden
copied from NSA computers involve military
operations.
“He may well have,” Sen. Dianne Feinstein,
D-Calif., chairman of the Senate Intelligence
Committee said on NBC’s “Meet the Press.” “We
don’t know at this stage.”

Christie’s former
campaign manager
behind traffic jam
Los Angeles Times

WASHINGTON — Republicans who worked
with Chris Christie’s former campaign manager
say Bill Stepien is a world-class political operative
“He came into our campaign in the summer of
2008 when we were at a low point and in a matter of weeks helped turn it around,” said Steve
Schmidt, who directed John McCain’s presidential campaign. “He knows his craft. He has
common sense, and he gets things done.”
Now he’s a central figure in the George Washington Bridge lane-closure scandal that threatens
to scuttle Christie’s own presidential ambitions
and hobble his second term. The governor cut
ties with Stepien after documents came to light
showing he exchanged emails with key players
in the traffic jam.
Compiled from McClatchy-Tribune wire
services
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in brief
Harrisonburg

Woman arrested for
Saturday stabbing
A Harrisonburg woman was arrested
and charged this weekend with aggravated malicious wounding according
to the Daily News-Record.
Erica Whitelow, 35, was arrested for
allegedly stabbing a 40-year-old Harrisonburg man, who was taken to Sentara
RMH Medical Center as a result of the
injuries.
Cpl. Philip Wonderley of the Harrisonburg Police Department said he
hasn’t called the hospital to confirm,
but he’s “pretty sure he was released.”
The stabbing occurred on Madison
Street at about 3:30 a.m. Saturday.
No other arrests were made in connection with the altercation. The name
of the victim remains unknown.

Climbing
the ranks

virginia

Senator Obenshain
pushes for tougher
human trafficking bill
The Virginia General Assembly
is considering a new bill that would
make human trafficking a stand-alone,
Class 4 felony, punishable by up to 10
years in prison, according to the Daily
News-Record.
Forced labor of a minor would be
considered a Class 3 felony, punishable by up to 20 years in prison.
Currently human trafficking is only
prosecuted under the abduction law,
which requires proof of intimidation,
force or deception. But traffickers don’t
always use these tactics to recruit their
victims, according to Sen. Mark Obenshain, who proposed the bill.
Obenshain said that human trafficking is a widespread problem in Virginia.
The Polaris Project, a worldwide
anti-human trafficking organization,
reports that about 100,000 children are
trafficked into the sex trade every year
in the United States alone.

blair rosen / the breeze

COB online MBA program jumps from 49th to 9th in U.S. News & World Report list
By Steve wildemann
The Breeze

U.S. News & World Report has ranked
the James Madison University College of
Business information security (InfoSec)
Master of Business Administration program 9th in the nation for online graduate
business programs. This ranking included 172 other online MBA programs from
around the country. With this ranking,
JMU became the top ranked online MBA
program in the state of Virginia.
JMU is tied for ninth along with Quinnipiac University in Hamden, Conn. and
Temple University in Philadelphia.
In 2013, the InfoSec program was

From the
ground up
New technology and hands-on teaching methods
earns earth science program state award
By Kelsey Beckett
The Breeze

JMU’s earth science program is hoping to reduce the statewide shortage of
science teachers.
On Monday, Jan. 13, Eric Pyle, a professor from the earth science department,
accepted the Virginia Mathematics and
Science Coalition Programs that Work
award on behalf of JMU’s earth science
program.
The event was held at the Library of
Virginia, in Richmond.
The award recognizes exemplary
programs in science, technology, engineering and mathematics that show
evidence of a positive impact on student
or teacher learning.
Pyle started the program in 2006 and
has taught at JMU for nine years.
“It was initially started to solve a need
or a problem, that was a critical shortage
of earth science teachers in Virginia, and
it expanded to include a wider range of
professions,” Pyle said.
The Virginia Mathematics and Science Coalition awarded 11 programs
in total. This included two elementary
schools, one middle school, two high
schools, two school districts, one college,
four universities and one consortium.
Other universities that won include
Randolph College in Lynchburg, Va.,
and Virginia Commonwealth University.
JMU’s earth science program was chosen for this award for several reasons
according to Fred Hoffman, president
of the VMSC.
“We are trying to encourage science,
technology, engineering and mathematics programs that encourage more
learning by inquiry, hands-on processes and effective evaluation,” Hoffman
said. “JMU’s Bachelor of Arts in earth
science program reflects all of those
changes for students at the undergraduate level. That is not typical.”
There are about 30 students in the
earth science program at JMU.
Chris Gates, a junior earth science
major, believes that the program is
special because of the technology it
incorporates.
“The technology is one of a kind,
especially for this state. I don’t think
there’s any other program in the United States — to be honest — that has
the science on the sphere technology,
which is a projector that projects a sphere

in the middle of the room,” Gates said.
The sphere technology is used to
visualize satellite imagery of weather
using Google Earth. Other technology
that is being used includes microscopes
and chemistry labs. The earth science
students also participate in hands-on
opportunities like field trips to examine
exposed rock.
Gates claims he chose the earth science program because it allowed him to

“We are trying to
encourage science,
technology, engineering
and mathematics
programs that encourage
more learning by inquiry,
hands-on processes and
effective evaluation.
JMU’s Bachelor of Arts
in earth science reflects
all of those changes
for students at the
undergraduate level.
That is not typical.”
Fred Hoffman

President of the Virginia
Mathematics and
Science Coalition

focus on meteorology.
“Meteorology is what attracted me,”
Gates said. “With earth science, it opens
you up to the atmosphere and more of
the oceans, and not just landforms and
land masses.”
Pyle said he hopes the future of the
program continues to help Virginia.
“I would hope that it continues
to be successful and also to evolve
as the needs of the Commonwealth
and the students evolve as well,” Pyle
said. “It certainly has the framework
to being responsive to those needs,
but it also addresses critical issues of
how people understand the earth.”
Contact Kelsey Beckett at
becketka@dukes.jmu.edu.

ranked 49th in the nation. However,
according to data from the COB, for the
2014 rankings, US News & World Report
decreased the emphasis on admissions
selectivity and peer reputation while
increasing the weight and focus on student engagement, faculty credentials and
training, as well as student services and
technology which boosted JMU’s ranking
considerably.
In 2000, the InfoSec MBA program
was created as a solution to help people
protect their computer systems and information from viruses, especially from Y2K
programmers who were fixing the date
problem in which many computers and
machines could not display the correct

year due to the new millenium. Although
they fixed the problem on various systems, their work introduced viruses into
peoples’ systems.
“We knew we had all these technical
people without the business training,”
Michael Busing, director of MBA programs
in the JMU COB, said. “We also knew that
Northern Virginia was a prime location
for this sort of program. These two factors
were our main motivation for launching
this program.”
This program uses a blended format of
instruction; at the beginning and the end
of every course, students meet with faculty
see MBA, page 4

visitors | BOV approves strategic plan
from front

Strategic plan

One was Cindy Rubenstein, a
nursing professor who received
the Excellence and Innovation in
Teaching Award from the American
Association of Colleges of Nursing.
This is the first time a JMU faculty
member has received this award.
Rubenstein, who teaches both
undergraduate and graduate students, said she and the rest of the
nursing faculty put an emphasis
on the ability of the students to
apply what they’ve learned from
the classroom into caring for their
patients.
“In the classroom, what I tend to
do is create clinical cases,” she said.
“So they can take what they’ve read,
what they’ve studied — they actually work through them as a group.”
Physics professor Brian Utter was
also recognized for he and his colleagues winning a $300,000 grant
from the Physics Teacher Education
Coalition. According to Utter, there
is a shortage of high school physics teachers in Virginia. He said that
it’s rare for those who teach physics to have an actual background in
physics.
“It’s really just giving us excuses
to develop opportunities for them
to become teachers, to become
learning assistants in introductory physics, which helps with that
connective physics sequence, so
it helps all the way around,” Utter
said.
Alger also gave updates on several facility projects at JMU, including
Duke Hall, the Student Success
Center and the Grace Street Housing Project — the last two of which
are currently under construction.
He also mentioned the Ice
House, a facility that will be located in downtown Harrisonburg that
allows Harrisonburg residents to
interact with JMU. The Ice House
will be the site of different community outreach programs like small
business development and the
office of technology transfer.
“We really want to have a physical presence downtown,” Alger said.
“We’re kind of hoping it’ll be onestop shopping for the community.”

The BOV also voted to approve
the new 2014-2020 strategic plan for
the university.
Mark Warner, senior vice president of student affairs, and Brian
Charette, assistant vice president
of university planning and analysis, gave a joint presentation.
Warner and Charette listed off
a set of objectives and goals they
hope to explore within the strategic
plan, including a possible sophomore-year residence requirement
and a required capstone course for
all undergraduates.
“One of the things that President Alger has been challenging us
from virtually the first day we began
working on the plan is encouraging
us to dream big … for the best JMU
for 2020, ” Charette said.
Governor’s biennial budget

Charles King, senior vice president of administration and finance,
gave a presentation on former
Governor Bob McDonnell’s recommendations for higher education
over the next two years.
According to the Richmond
Times-Dispatch, McDonnell proposed a $95.9 million plan for
higher education for the next two
years.
The governor recommended $4.9
million for JMU’s degree incentives
and $1.7 million for enrollment
growth.
The recommendation of money
for enrollment growth is based off
of the university’s projected student
body through 2014 and 2016.
McDonnell also recommended
$200,000 for financial aid for 20142016 for JMU, which King said was
disappointing.
“The only one that I was really
disappointed in was financial aid …
I’m hopeful that the [Virginia] General Assembly will go back and put
more financial aid in like they’ve
done before,” King said.
King also mentioned that
although he had hoped to see a
permanent pay salary increase for
JMU faculty, the governor recommended a 2 - 3 percent bonus for

full-time, state-employed highereducation faculty.
The bonus would be effective
on Dec. 1, 2014. Faculty who were
rated “satisfactory” would receive
a 2 percent increase, while faculty
who were rated “exemplary” would
receive a 3 percent increase.
Honors Program presentation

The concluding presentation was
made by Barry Falk, director of the
JMU Honors Program. Falk gave a
series of updates and future goals
for the Honors Program.
According to Falk, the program
currently has about 900 students.
This year, only 210 freshmen were
accepted into the program — more
than 1,500 high school seniors
applied.
Falk also said that honors students receive special opportunities
at JMU, such as the honors dorm,
extended library loan privileges
and a new alternative spring break
program in Jamaica this spring.
Falk also introduced two honors students, senior biology major
Michelle Amaya and junior writing,
rhetoric and technical communication major Victoria Price. Price and
Amaya shared the stories of the
opportunities they got to experience through the honors program.
Currently the honors program
only accepted high school seniors
and current JMU students into the
program, but Falk added that it will
begin recruiting transfer students
from different community colleges
around Virginia.
Tuition and expenses

The BOV also voted not to
increase summer tuition from last
year. Tuition for summer 2014 will
remain the same at $323 per credit hour for undergraduate in-state
students and $840 per credit hour
for out-of-state undergraduate
students.
Room fees will still be $100 per
week and board fees will be $107
per week.
Contact IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.
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Mlkj | Community gathers to listen, walk in honor of Martin Luther King, Jr.

1.

2.

3.
photos by trixie haddon / the breeze

1. On Jan. 1., Cantrell Avenue was renamed Martin Luther King, Jr. Way. 2. Fred Gibson, a Harrisonburg resident and former friend and classmate of Martin Luther King, Jr., was one of several speakers at a special street
renaming celebration that was held in the Memorial Hall Auditorium yesterday afternoon. 3. After the event, hundreds of Harrisonburg community members walked down the newly-named Martin Luther King, Jr. Way.
from front

the JMU community are not
quite sure what to make of the
change.
“Martin Luther King, Jr. Way
is certainly a mouthful, and
there are certainly better ways to
commemorate such an important figure,” said sophomore
health sciences major Candace
Rumbold.
“Simply naming a street after
him seems rather generic, and
somewhat of a cop out,” Rumbold said. “Since Cantrell has
been there for so long, I still
think people will refer to the
street by its original name, just
like people refer to Rose Library
as ECL.”
After the street name was
approved by the city council
on Aug. 13, 2014, there was still
quite a bit to do. For that reason,
during the “other matters” section of the city council meeting
on Sept. 24, 2013, the council
authorized member Kai Degner
to respond to groups interested
in working on a planning committee for the unveiling event of
Martin Luther King, Jr. Way.
Degner became both the
chair of the planning committee and served as a liaison to the

city; the planning committee
attracted the attention of several individuals, organizations
and the Martin Luther King, Jr.
Way Coalition.
“The [Martin Luther King,
Jr. Way Coalition] was formed
from members of the original
task force which I had been part
of,” Blakely said. “After the task
force was dismissed, I thought
it would be a good idea to stick
together, knowing that I wanted
to be a major part of the coalition I couldn’t have been more
honored when I was asked to
be the event coordinator.”
More than 40 separate businesses, organizations and
universities, including JMU,
have offered their support
to the event committee and
coalition by offering a variety
of services, materials, endorsements and participation.
Yesterday’s ceremony drew a
crowd of nearly 1,000 JMU students, children and members
of the Harrisonburg community — one that nearly filled
the Memorial Hall auditorium.
The event consisted of
speeches from several prominent community members and
religious leaders, including
Harrisonburg Mayor Ted Byrd,
Father Daniel Robayo from the

“Surely [the
street renaming]
has not fully
addressed what
we owe you. But
consider it a
down payment
for your
courage, your
hard work, your
class and your
graciousness
to us, and in
the face of
discrimination,
you have
suffered and
survived
honorably.”
Charles
Chenault

vice-mayor of
Harrisonburg

Harrisonburg Emmanuel Episcopal Church and Vice-Mayor
Charles Chenault.
President Jon Alger and
Eastern Mennonite University
President Loren Swartzendruber also spoke at the event.
Chenault said it was important to recognize that the most
important attendees of the
event were the children and
students.
“This day means nothing if
we can’t have our children live
in a better world than we live in,
live together than maybe we do
and teach them the best in my
world what God has to offer all
of us,” he said.
In addition, Chenault noted
the community shouldn’t
neglect the many AfricanAmerican men and women
who have served the community through the armed
forces and local education and
addressed them in his speech.
“Surely [the street renaming]
has not fully addressed what we
owe you,” he said. “But consider it a down payment for your
courage, your hard work, your
class and your graciousness to
us, and in the face of discrimination, you have suffered and
survived honorably.”
Degner, who introduced

each of the event’s speakers, mentioned that the
coalition has received many
congratulatory letters from
different people around the
United States, including Stephanie Rawlings-Blake, mayor
of Baltimore and A C Wharton, mayor of Memphis, Tenn.
Senators Tim Kaine and Mark
Warner also sent letters.
Third and fourth graders
from each of Harrisonburg’s
five elementary schools also
performed two songs. One of
them, titled “Keep Your Eyes
on the Prize,” is a folk song that
was sung by many during the
Civil Rights Movement.
Doris Allen, a Harrisonburg
resident, gave the audience
a short timeline of significant historical events in U.S.
history that she remembers
witnessing, including the
assassination of President
John F. Kennedy.
She also recalled Aug. 28,
1963, the day that she and her
then 12-year-old son Robert boarded a Greyhound
bus joined by King and some
250,000 others on the March
on Washington to bring light to
the injustices faced by AfricanAmericans in the workforce.
“We were not afraid,” Allen

said. “We felt comfortable and
people were caring and sharing happily.”
Fred Gibson, a Harrisonburg resident, concluded the
event. Gibson was a former
friend and classmate of King.
The two studied together at
Crozer Theological Seminary
in Upland, Pa.
“It’s a time for new learning
and new teaching — an application of Dr. King’s dream,”
Gibson said. “Martin’s way is
an all-inclusive way where no
one is left out.”
Barbara Blakey, a Harrisonburg resident and former
Harrisonburg High School
business teacher, attended the
event, and said she was proud
to have been a part of such a
significant historic event.
“I think it’s wonderful. I feel
the people, I think the children
— I feel that everybody appreciates this move that is being
made,” Blakey said. “[King] has
done a lot to help people, h e
didn’t stand back — he wanted
to help everybody. The people
that are here today had the
same idea of helping people.”
Contact William
Mason and IJ Chan at
breezenews@gmail.com.

MBA | Highly-ranked COB program draws students from all across the U.S.
from page 3

face-to-face once every eight weeks in Reston,
Va. The rest of the course is completely webdelivered, using cutting-edge technological
teaching methods.
The program is a compilation of business
courses such as marketing, operations and
accounting. Some information security programs such as network analysis, forensics and
computer security and ethics are also included.
The entire program lasts 27 months and is fully
accredited by the Association of Advance Collegiate Schools of Business.
“In other online programs, you may never see
a teacher or you may just sit there watching a
pre-recorded lecture,” Busing said. “With JMU’s
program, however, everything is live and students are able to be actively engaged with the
teacher and the other students.”
According to this year’s ranking reports, the

average completion rate for JMU’s program is 95
percent and the average class size is 15 students.
At $775 per credit, JMU’s program is significantly
competitive compared to the cost of other Northern Virginia programs.
“If you look at other competing schools in the
Northern Virginia market, it is easy to find programs that are double the cost with larger class
sizes,” Busing said. “You are more of a participant
in such a small class size and the price of the program is reasonable and affordable.”
According to Busing, because this program
is online, it has a vast outreach and anyone
with internet access can enroll. The program
has a variety of students from various locations
enrolled in the course, including a man from
Texas who works for the American Airlines Credit Union, other out-of-state students and even
active military members overseas.
“The MBA InfoSec Program opened up scores
of new opportunities for me professionally,”

InfoSec graduate Henry Bromley said in a previous interview with the COB. “In a world where
internet theft of credit cards, identities and trade/
national secrets is rampant, the demand for
information security professionals will always
outweigh the supply. To this day, I still use
many of the tools and methods learned from
this program.”
Bromley is now an information systems
security officer for Novetta Solutions, an awardwinning organization that provides innovative,
mission critical solutions and services to organizations that work with massive data sets.
Busing stated that the success and recognition of this program would not be possible
without the hard work and dedication of the faculty. He added that the faculty in the program
like to know what the other faculty members are
doing so that they can find a good integration
within each of their different courses.
“We are pleased to see the national

recognition given to our InfoSec MBA program,”
Mary Gowan, dean of the COB, said in a press
release from the COB. “We are proud of our faculty and their hard work and dedication which
ensure the sustained success of the program.
This accolade is a testament to the strong, rigorous academic experience that the College of
Business and InfoSec MBA program continue
to provide students.”
Busing added that as the program grows
and issues continue to change, the curriculum
changes with it. He added that they’re always
looking for ways to upgrade the delivery of the
course with the latest advances in video and
bandwidth technology.
“It’s just a matter of time before sitting at your desktop will actually feel like
sitting at a desk in a classroom,” Busing said.
Contact Steve Wildemann at
wildemse@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Letter to the Editor

Samantha baars | contributing columnist

The world is not your ashtray — filters create problems
I don’t want to see your butt. And
no, I’m not talking about your backside, though I don’t want to see that
either, I am specifically referring to
your cigarette butt.
Our groundskeepers at JMU do a
wonderful job cleaning up after us
(which is ridiculous because we’re
adults and should be capable of
cleaning up after ourselves), but I
can’t help but cringe at the plethora
of cigarette butts that get left behind.
On the beaches and roadways of
the United States and worldwide,
cigarette butts are the most common form of plastic litter. Gazillions
(135 million pounds as reported by
the United States Department of
Agriculture) of cigarette butts are
transported annually through storm
drains into streams and rivers, and
then scattered across thousands of
beaches. So when you toss a cigarette butt out of your building or into
the parking lot or street, you might
think the only harm you’re causing
is an unsightly landscape. But when
it rains, and those toxic butts start
to travel through the storm drains,
thereby entering our waterways, we
have a major problem.
According to the American Lung
Association, cigarette butts — the
filters — are full of carcinogens and
other types of toxic chemicals like
cyanide, benzene, formaldehyde,
methanol, acetylene, ammonia and
over 7,000 others. These chemicals
can leach into our soil, putting wildlife in danger and wreaking havoc on
our waterways, beaches, parks and
roadways.
There is now proof that the toxic
remnants in cigarette filters destroy
the natural habitats of marine life.
Leave No Trace, a nonprofit organization devoted to
cleaning up cigarette litter, reports
that

one cigarette butt soaked in a liter
of water is lethal to more than half of
its exposed organisms. Results from
a recent study at Longwood University on the water flea indicate that
the chemicals released into freshwater environments are poisonous
to wildlife at concentrations of 0.125
cigarette filters per liter. That’s one
toxic butt per every two gallons of
water.
Take a look at the vile monster
that is Newman Lake. Even though

And for smokers and
nonsmokers alike, talk
about the issue. Read
about it. Learn as much
as you can about it.
Encourage your friends
to either make the
switch to unfiltered
or quit smoking. Our
environment is the
only thing that every
single person on this
earth has to share, and
we are responsible
for taking care of it.
There is no excuse for
cigarette filter litter.
it’s on your bucket list, you’re terrified of even dipping a toe into its
unnaturally green saliva, lest its
chemicals transform you into some

type of radioactive beast. You know,
those chemicals aren’t just a product of keeping up appearances for
CHOICES day. They’re a reflection
of our own human waste. You can’t
even count the number of cigarette
filters that have accumulated in its
waters — each one bringing over
7,000 deadly toxins with it.
And what about our Quad cats?
They’re a friend to us all and we’ll
surely miss them if their hungry eyes
mistake a littered filter for some kitty
kibble. The same goes for all of the
cute puppies on the Quad. They’re
just as hungry and thirsty as the
pastel-clad boys who walk them. It’s
time to realize that cigarettes aren’t
only harmful to our own bodies, but
they’re extremely destructive to our
environment and every single surrounding ecosystem.
Many smokers could be guilty of
littering their filters. You might flick
your cigarette butts into your yard
or out of your car window without
thinking about the consequences.
And you, the non-smoker, might
notice these ugly butts littering
our earth and think that A) it’s
not your fault, B) it’s not your
problem or C) there’s nothing
you can do about it.
But it really doesn’t take a
superhero to save the world.
If we all play our part,
we can get this situation cleaned
up pretty
quickly.
Smokers,
make the
switch.
Purchase
unfiltered
cigarettes

and you won’t have to worry about
contributing to filter litter. After all,
there really isn’t a way to dispose of
cigarette butts properly. Throwing
them away or putting them in an
ashtray isn’t safe because there is no
“away.” Those filters will ultimately
end up in a landfill, where they will
still be non-biodegradable and full
of chemicals.
And for smokers and nonsmokers alike, talk about the issue. Read
about it. Learn as much as you can
about it. Encourage your friends to
either make the switch to unfiltered
or quit smoking. Our environment is
the only thing that every single person on this earth has to share, and
we are responsible for taking care
of it. There is no excuse for cigarette
filter litter.
Samantha Baars is a junior
media arts and design major.
Contact Samantha at baarssj@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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A “make-sure-you-stretchbefore-transporting” dart to my
girlfriend whose biology textbook
weighs 90 pounds.
From your bodybuilding
boyfriend.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the
truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

“now-that’s-what-I-call-honor”
pat to all the people who walked by
the purple backpack in Taylor Down
Under and didn’t steal my JACard,
phone, tablet or anything else in
there.
From a sophomore who’s proud
to attend such an honorable school.

Editorial
Policies
The Breeze
MSC 6805 G1
Anthony-Seeger Hall
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
breezeopinion@gmail.com

A “you’re-the-one-who-looksignorant” dart to all the men on
campus who think that women
couldn’t possibly understand
their “complex” ideas and have
a complete misconstrued idea of
superiority.
From a woman who can’t believe
the way so many men talk down to
their female peers.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions
through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250
words. Guest columns must be no more than 650 words.
The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail
and must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current
student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place
of residence if author is not a JMU student.
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A “you-tell-em” pat to the JMU
students who stuck by their school
after I’m Shmacked trashed us on
Twitter.
From a proud JMU student.
A “go-back-where-you-camefrom” dart to I’m Shmacked for yet
again being shut out by the classy
people of JMU.
From a student who wishes you
would follow in our footsteps.
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A “how-is-that-fair” dart to my
grading professor for skipping class.
From your student who doesn’t
know how you can grade material
that you weren’t present for.
A “where-would-I-be-withoutyou” pat to my brothers of Phi
Sigma Pi, for showing me
everything I was missing at JMU.
From a Duke who will proudly
rock her letters every day of the
week.
A “you-light-up-my-life” pat to
my boyfriend who continually puts
me first, is always willing to go the
extra mile for me and is one of the
greatest people I’ve ever known.
From your girlfriend who admires
you more than you’ll ever know.

Out-of-state students
shouldn’t be penalized
A Nov. 22 Washington Post article
has dug up an old debate spurred
by Northern Virginia families who
are offended that more of their
children are not being accepted to
Virginia’s top schools. The article
focuses on an Ashburn, Va. high
school senior who was denied from
the University of Virginia even
with her 4.28 grade point average
and having taken many Advanced
Placement tests. Her family is not
alone. Other lawmakers have tried
to combat the problem of less
college spots for high-achieving
in-state students. As a consequence,
the Loudoun County Board of
Supervisors are lobbying legislation
aimed at creating a 25 percent
cap on the number of out-of-state
students allowed to attend Virginia’s
universities.
As an in-state student at JMU,
it is offensive to suggest that the
students not accepted to U.Va. or
The College of William & Mary
will receive an education of lesser
quality at other Virginia schools.
Through my involvement with
JMU’s Virginia21 chapter, a group
that helps students have a seat at
the table with decision makers in
Richmond, I know this legislation
would create a massive loss of
revenue for Virginia’s universities.
Out-of-state students often pay
double what in-state students pay,
allowing under-funded colleges
to cover financial gaps imposed
on them by the state. This money
supports financial aid for Virginia
students and ensures that we have
enough professors at Virginia
universities. Finally, out-of-state
students bring diversity of opinion
and experience to the classroom —
necessities for a quality education.
Beyond creating a debate
that undervalues the 13 public
universities other than U.Va. and
William & Mary, this legislation
could make college more expensive.
No one is entitled to attend a
college that they are not accepted
to. I want a first-rate education
and without out-of-state students I
cannot afford to get one in Virginia.
Karen Tirelis
Political science and
history double major
Class of 2015

A “you’re-never-content” dart
to JMU for ending one construction
project and starting more.
From an onlooker who thinks
Duke Hall is groovy, but doesn’t
like to walk through blast zones on
Grace Street.
A “pack-your-bags” pat to my
best friend in anticipation for our
spring break trip to Canada.
From a senior who knows she’s
going to have a blast touring
another country and stalking
celebrities.
A “thanks-for-remembering”
pat to my grandma for sending me
a care package on my birthday.
From a happy granddaughter.
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JACE BRADY | contributing columnist

Bipartisanship may be at risk
Republicans and Democrats likely to clash in upcoming months

S O U T H V I E WJ M . C O M

Sean Cassidy / The Breeze

Gov. Terry McAuliffe has created a bipartisan transition team to help move away from campaign trails.

The 2013 Virginia state elections have left
the state primed for stalemates between the
Republicans, who will hold at least half of the
legislative branch, and the Democrats, who
will run the executive branch. While Governor Terry McAuliffe has promised to reach
across the aisle, some of his major ambitions
will prove difficult with formidable opposition coming from the Republicans in the
Senate and House of Delegates. These stark
differences will be hard to overcome but they
also give Virginia the opportunity to demonstrate that compromise for the benefit of all
is the most effective way to govern.
The federal government has revealed the
dangers of a split government, as it has struggled to pass any meaningful legislation and
even initiated a government shutdown when
the two parties failed to reach an agreeable
spending compromise. This stalemate has
been horrible for the country, not necessarily due to the lack of legislation, but because
of the animosity proliferated by a failure to
compromise. Relationships between Republicans and Democrats have never been so tense
and this tension will hinder future deals, legislation and compromises.
Virginia is in danger of becoming a replica of Washingtonian politics if our elected
leaders allow themselves to give into their
sentiment of disdain for the other side. Both
parties wish they had a monopoly on the government but since neither does they must find
a way to come together — not as Democrats
and Republicans — but as Virginians.
McAuliffe has made strides toward this goal
with his promise to find a middle ground in an
effort to have a “pragmatic term.” He created a
bipartisan transition team to help move away
from the odious campaign trail, which was littered with insults and charges of ill conduct
on both sides. The brutal campaign demonstrated the bitter divide between the Left and
Right that can be felt across the country, and

what could become of Virginia’s government
as well, if our leaders aren’t careful.
Once again, following the precarious footsteps of the federal government, the greatest
strain on partisan relationships will likely come
from the ongoing health care debate. McAuliffe claims to push Obamacare forward and
plans to expand Medicaid, but Republicans
are resistant to this expansion of government.
McAuliffe talks about the billions of dollars
in federal funding that would accompany the
project, but the Republicans are doubtful that
the funds will come as promised. As the battle
over Obamacare continues across the country
it stands as a sand trap on Virginia’s fairway,
where progress for Virginia must be wary not
to get stuck like progress for America seems
to have in Washington.
With the massive expansion from a historically conservative Norther Virginia to a
more liberal one, of we have transformed
from a red state to one that is solidly purple.
As such, we must learn to work together or
allow our state to fall behind. The next four
years will bring many challenges but I think
the greatest will be avoiding a stalemate and
moving Virginia forward. If we are able to
learn to work across party lines, then McAuliffe (along with Lieutenant Governor Ralph
Northam and Attorney General Mark Herring)
could be tremendous for our state, but if not,
we will suffer. Former Senate Majority Leader
Tom Daschle imparted his wisdom when he
found himself in a split government that I now
pass on to Virginia’s leaders: “Bipartisanship
isn’t an option anymore, it is a requirement.
Virginians have divided the responsibility for
leadership right down the middle ... Now we
must govern from the middle or we will not
be able to govern at all.”

APPLY TODAY
FOR FALL 2014

Jace Brady is a senior political science
major. Contact Jace at brady2jp@dukes.
jmu.edu.

Addison Snidle | contributing columnist

Canvas rules, Blackboard drools
New educational technology is better for JMU and its students
You know what they say, “out with the old
and in with the new.” Luckily for JMU students, the “new” is a significant upgrade from
the “old.” Unlike Blackboard, Canvas neatly
organizes each course and always notifies
me when something is updated. With Blackboard, I miss assignments. With Canvas, I am
very much on top of things.
I didn’t use Canvas until my junior year
of college. At first I was annoyed by the fact
that I had to switch over to an entirely new
database, but the moment I received my first
assignment announcement through email I
realized that this site might actually help me
keep up with my classes. Since then, I receive
emails every time a professor updates my
grades, adds assignments or messages me.
Since freshman year, Blackboard was the
only database professors and students used.
I never liked it. My very first semester, I didn’t
even use Blackboard. I didn’t understand it,
nor did I realize it was the only way to keep up
with classes; however, when I finally started
using it, Blackboard became the most infuriating site I had ever used.
Blackboard’s issues begin with its ugly
home page. It contains clutter that isn’t relevant to students and draws the eye away
from important information such as class
assignments. My professors don’t even use
the extra resources tabs such as “My Calendar” or “Tasks.” Plus, out of the nine options
under the “Tools” menu, the only one that is
ever updated for me is “My Grades.”
Canvas’ layout is much more appealing to
the eye. Blackboard’s home page looks like
something made while learning introductory HTML for my media arts and design class.
Canvas has four main drop-down boxes:
“Courses & Groups,” “Assignments,” “Grades”
and “Calendar” — all of which are constantly
updated and extremely relevant to me as a
student. I can easily find exactly what I need
on Canvas.
The only two useful resources on Blackboard are “My Grades” and “My Courses,” and
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both of them have issues. When I look at my
grades on Blackboard, each grade is weighted out of 100. My test grade would weigh the
same as my 5-point homework grade from the
other day. Because of this, when using Blackboard, I never know what my actual grades
are until the end of the semester.
In Canvas, however, professors usually have all the assignments already in the
“Grades” tab so students can see how many
assignments will be graded. Canvas’ most
amazing feature is that it allows you to see
your potential grade — students can add
scores and see what they need on their next
test to pass a class or get that A. It’s incredibly
helpful come finals week.
On top of that, my class assignments are
easy to find on Canvas. Each course has its
own side menu with important resources
like “Assignments,” “Discussion,” “Grades,”
“People,” “Pages,” “Files,” “Syllabus” and
“Modules.” So far I’ve used each link for
something or other in a class. When I click
on “Assignments,” they are all laid out for me
as well as their due dates. Blackboard does
not provide this luxury.
“My Courses” in Blackboard is a little different. After I click on a course, I’m immediately
confused as to where I need to go. The only
useful place to find assignments is in “Content” under the course key on the left of the
screen. Links are posted there, but with no
dates on them.
Canvas has never failed me. Blackboard
has failed me many times. It has crashed during take home tests, given me faulty grades
and made it difficult to find assignments.
When I use Canvas, everything is clear and
I’ve never had a problem. Canvas is clearly
well made and I can’t wait until JMU parts
ways with Blackboard once and for all.
Addison Snidle is a junior media arts and
design and English double major. Contact
Addison at snidleab@dukes.jmu.edu.

all-inclusive + on bus route
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A ‘Shmack’ in the face
Party documentarians, I’m Shmacked, turned away from JMU parties
By LAUREN HUNT
The Breeze

JMU ‘fraternity’” and “Do you guys really think it’s possible to be salty when you are I’m Shmacked?”
Contrary to this last remark, I’m Shmacked seemed to
“The school dictates the party,” said a representative be very “salty.” The company continued to tweet insults
of the popular college party documentary company, aimed at JMU for nearly 13 hours after the first tweet.
The excitement some students felt earlier in the week
I’m Shmacked.
I’m Shmacked has been to more than 50 colleges about I’m Shmacked coming quickly turned into disdain.
Students immediately began tweeting responses to
across the country, filming and documenting the party
I’m Shmacked in defense of JMU.
scenes at each school since 2011.
“I was angry because of how they handled it,” Anna
A representative and a cameraperson from the
company visited JMU last Thursday looking to get Hogue, a sophomore sports and recreation management major, said. “They took it
“shmacked” but they did not have
too far and there was no need.
any luck.
“What were they trying
What were they trying to accomI’m Smacked announced its
plish? Convince their followers
arrival at JMU on Thursday night
to accomplish? Convince
that JMU is a terrible school and
via Twitter, when JMU students
their followers that
that the students are all delusionreached out to the group to record
al for attending? It was completely
their parties in Forest Hills Manor.
JMU is a terrible school
unnecessary.”
They attempted to get into muland that the students
I’m Shmacked responded to
tiple fraternity parties, but were
JMU students’ defense by leaving
denied access.
are all delusional for
on Friday and travelling to ODU
“I was standing outside and this
attending? It was
in Norfolk, where a riot on 42nd
really sketchy guy wearing a hoodStreet took place. A 1998 Jeep was
ie and another guy with a camera
completely unnecessary.”
destroyed in the chaos, but no
walked up and name-dropped
arrests or injuries were reported.
some guy that told them to come,”
Anna Hogue
I’m Shmacked had previously
said a member of a fraternity,
sophomore sports and
visited JMU in 2012 and received
who spoke on the condition of
recreation management major
a much warmer response. The
anonymity, that turned away I’m
video series’ popularity attracted
Shmacked. “They basically asked
enough party-goers to an apartif they could come film inside and
we obviously didn’t want that, so I told them, ‘no,’ and ment in University Fields to make the floor cave in,
that we weren’t interested in them coming in. It [would though, again, no one was seriously injured.
Instead of instigating yet another near
make] us look bad as an organization and it doesn’t repcatastrophe, this year JMU closed the door on I’m
resent JMU well either.”
These refusals seemed to spark a Twitter war between Shmacked.
I’m Shmacked and JMU students. I’m Shmacked tweeted, “I’d rather be sixteen and pregnant than to pledge a CONTACT Lauren Hunt at huntle@dukes.jmu.edu.
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MARY KATE WHITE | what’s app?

Waking up: apps to
help you manage your
sleep or lack thereof
By MARY KATE WHITE
The Breeze

It’s time. School has started again and we’re trying to
bring our circadian rhythms back from the all-night Netflix
marathons of winter break. As it’s the middle of winter, the
sun is not our ally, rising well after we’ve dragged our halfconscious selves into the shower.
I myself have been building a
collection of alarms set five minutes
apart since school began. What started
as just a pair of alarms — one as a
backup if I fall into the trap of “I’ll just
close my eyes for a moment” — has
evolved into a heinous series of eight
submarine-esque alerts.
The first alarm is usually sufficient,
but only sufficient enough for me to,
half-asleep, reach over and turn off all subsequent alarms.
I may have a problem, which is why I’ve also been looking
through the app store for some solutions.

WAKE
Wake, developed
by Tiny Hearts
Limited and
available for $1.99, is
more annoying than
the average alarm
and therefore more
effective. Users must
select a maneuver,
ranging from tricky
to physically tiring,
to turn the alarm off:
the “slap and flip,”
BLAIR ROSEN / THE BREEZE
a simple swipe or
vigorously shaking your phone.
I chose to channel my “you’re-ruining-my-dream!” rage
into the shaking option, and being aware of my tendency
to turn alarms off before they even get a chance to try
waking me up, I set the shake option to “very hard.”
I didn’t realize when I chose this that it would drain all
the blood from my arm, forcing me to switch my phone
from one hand to the other twice before I could get the
cheerful bird chirping to SHUT UP! This app literally gets
your blood pumping immediately upon waking up, and
whether your blood is pumping with endorphins or fury,
it’ll get you going.
Bonus: this app requires that you keep it open and your
phone unlocked through the night, forcing you to plug
your phone in before hitting the hay, so you’ll wake up
with a clear head and a fully-charged phone; and that’s
everything you need to take on the day.

SLEEP CYCLE

BLAIR ROSEN / THE BREEZE

When JMU students get angry, they get creative. If you missed the Twitter war, here are some highlights:

@ImShmacked
“There is a clear conflict of interest
in JMU students defending JMU…”
“We’re doing a charity for JMU Fraternities so
they can afford more than one keg at a party.”
“JMU Administration just emailed us asking us
to stop ruining their 2015 enrollment.”
“James Madison was one of the founding
fathers of turning down.”
“Do you all think I’m sitting here yelling into my
computer? No one is b----ing. I’m using a forum
to discuss things with my audience.”
“JMU students take your heads out of your
a-- for a second and understand that you are in
Virginia, very little is cool in Virginia.”
“I’m not hating on JMU but if you think you are
the best east coast party school you have delusions of grandeur and need to leave your state.”
“You can tell a lot about a person by the school
they choose to attend and pay tuition for.”
“It’s funny because you meet some people who
are so out of it they actually think their sh---y
colleges are the best in the world.”
“I would be pretty upset if I had to spend four
years in Harrisonburg, VA... It’s OK, don’t cry.”
“Not everyone can be cool and smart. I need to
learn to accept that.”

vs.

JMU students

@ears_of_JMU: “E hall fries taste so much
better now with all this @ImShmacked salt
#JMU”
@AndyHandles: “Thousands of JMU
alumnus shed a single tear as they burn their
diplomas after hearing the official verdict of
‘not shmacked’”
@JCHurd804: “If I’m Shmacked took COB
300 at JMU their business model would be approximately 300x better”
@UknowUgo2JMU: “I’m Shmacked is
embarrassing. Someone’s a little upset they’re
not welcomed into the greatest college on
earth”
@JoeyThough: “Watching JMU students
destroy I’m Shmacked is priceless. A couple of
dudes with video cameras? Original.”
@aferr37: “I mean I get it I’m Shmacked…I
would be salty too if I was as unwanted at JMU
as you were last night…”
@sharabeee: “So if I’m Shmacked thinks
JMU is so lame why’d they come back again in
the first place? Idk I’m just confused.”
@JuanBenito11: “im shmacked is salty
cause JMU doesn’t bow down to them”
@ronzajake: “So much love for my school
running the Shmacked clowns out of town, the
butthurt backlash from their end has been A+
entertainment #JMU”

If you’re trying to
have a slightly more
peaceful start to your
day, try Sleep Cycle
by Northcube AB for
99 cents.
Sleep Cycle is
a great example
of app developers
using all the sensory
technology the
iPhone has to offer.
By sensing your
BLAIR ROSEN / THE BREEZE
body’s movement as
you toss and turn in
your sleep, Sleep Cycle can actually tell when you’re in the
lightest stages of sleep and will wake you up accordingly.
Don’t worry, you can still set a 30-minute time period
during which you’d like to be woken up, it won’t just wake
you up at 3 a.m. because you rolled over onto your back.
While more of a curiosity than a useful tool for getting
out of bed, Sleep Cycle will collect and analyze your sleep
data, and will present you with graphs and snippets about
your personal sleep cycle the night before. What was once
done by psychology students on campus with wires and
uncomfortable hospital beds, can now be done by your
true life partner — your iPhone.
Sleep Cycle also features its own alarm tones, and there
are no imposing, blaring options. Most are ambient tracks
featuring the sounds of running water or wind blowing
through trees with simple musical arrangements that
sound like a spa’s soundtrack.
At first I wondered how these dreamy lullabies would
wake me up, but I guess my natural sleep cycle does most
of the leg work: when you’re already almost awake, you
don’t need a fog horn blown into your ear to shock you
into consciousness. Waking up with this app and these
bizarre alarm tones can only be described as lovely.

CLOCK
If you’re a purist,
Ron Swanson type
with more selfdiscipline than any
college student
probably has, just
set an alarm on the
iPhone’s built-in
clock app. Since the
iOS7 update, tones
are more agreeable.
But really, who cares?
If all you need is a
single nudge to get
BLAIR ROSEN / THE BREEZE
you moving toward
campus at 7:30 a.m.,
then just use the clock like our sleeping forefathers did
with their Nokias back in 2004.
Mary Kate White is a senior media arts and design
major. Contact her at breezearts@gmail.com.
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Not your average Joe
Sophomore Joseph Keith Cochran will release his fifth indie rock album on iTunes in February
By DOMINIQUE LATEGANO
contributing writer

It’s never too early to start a music career.
Singer-songwriter Joseph Keith Cochran,
a sophomore computer information systems
major, is releasing his fifth album “Winter” in the
upcoming month. Going by the stage name of
Joseph Keith, he frequently travels up and down
the East Coast performing at various venues.
Keith performed his newest album “Winter” earlier this month at Jammin’ Java, a cafe
and music club in Vienna, Va. Jammin’ Java,
is known for hosting local artists, but has also
hosted performances by Bon Iver, The Lumineers, Ingrid Michaelson and Edward Sharpe
and the Magnetic Zeros. Dominic Calandra, a
sophomore business management major, saw
Keith perform at Jammin’ Java; he is an avid fan
of Keith’s.

“He’s very poetic and soulful;
you can tell it comes from
within him. His music
sounds very genuine like it’s
straight from the heart,”
Griffin deMenna

sophomore business marketing major

“The crowd reacted really well to him, he
has a very positive effect on the audience. A lot
of people hear his music and think it’s a song
they’ve heard on the radio, but Joe is just like,
‘nope I wrote it and people can’t believe it.’ He’s
very professional and everything is done very
well,” Calandra said.
Keith is a dual citizen of the United States
and England. He began playing guitar at the
age of 10 and began singing around the age 15.
Keith played in a cover band in middle school
but started writing his own songs shortly thereafter. His second punk rock-influenced band,
Nine Days Gone, continued through high school
out of a desire to play all original songs.
Keith played over 70 shows in high school
while part of Nine Days Gone. He has opened
up for Eve 6, The Dangerous Summer and Indian Lace. He is now focusing on his solo career;

Nine Days Gone split up after the members
went to different colleges.
Keith’s recording career started in his basement studio and then later moved to Front
Royal, Va. Keith’s favorite place to record is his
current studio, Cue Recording Studio, in Falls
Church, Va. Keith’s fourth album, “Yesterday’s
Gone,” was recorded in Nashville with manager, Barry McCloud. McCloud passed away in
November of last year from cancer. His soonto-be-released single, “Cheer Up,” is written for
his manager.
“Barry told me ‘Cheer up kid, you need to
stop writing so many sad songs,’” Keith said.
Barry’s advice inspired the song, which isn’t
necessarily about cheering up, but has a happy-go-lucky vibe to its sound.
Keith’s music as a whole sounds like a mix
of John Mayer, Jason Mraz and Ed Sheeran. He
draws inspiration from his childhood music
heroes such as Blink 182 and Green Day. The
topics of Keith’s music include life, growing
up, relationships and love. Some of his favorite
artists of today include Dallas Green from City
and Colour, Kanye West, Frank Ocean and The
Menzingers.
“He’s very poetic and soulful; you can tell it
comes from within him. His music sounds very
genuine like it’s straight from the heart,” Griffin deMenna, a sophomore business marketing
major, said. A friend and fan of Keith, deMenna
enjoys listening to Keith practice and occasionally joins in.
“We jam out a lot, especially last year, but his
skill level is way above mine, he’s a much more
technical guitarist and has a great voice. I just
kind of play along with him,” deMenna said.
Keith plans to continue his solo career;
however, if the opportunity presented itself,
he is interested in finding other musicians to
develop a band around his music. Something
like Bruce Springsteen and the E-Street band,
or Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers — most
importantly keeping his sound and songs in
the forefront.
“My goal is just to play as many places as possible, meet as many people as possible and just
get my music out there and hope people enjoy
it,” Keith said.
Ke i t h’s u p c o m i ng s h ow s i n c l u d e a
return to Jammin’ Java on Feb. 4 and St.
Elmo’s Coffee Pub in Alexandria on Feb. 5.
CONTACT Dominique Lategano
at lategada@dukes.jmu.edu.

COURTESY OFJOSEPH COCHRAN

Joseph Keith Cochran, whose stage name is Joseph Keith, has played guitar since he was 10 years old.

movie review

Don’t ‘Ride Along’
New cop comedy slaps together clichés and stereotypes

COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS

Kevin Hart and Ice Cube exhaust the roles of good-cop and bad-cop in the comedic duo’s new movie.
By TRAVIS BARBOUR
The Breeze

Currently dominating the box office, “Ride Along” is the perfect movie for anyone longing for
a boisterous comedy that pairs Kevin Hart with the snarling, confrontational Ice Cube. What the
film lacks in originality and talent, it doesn’t make up for with its cheesy dialogue and overdone
good-cop, bad-cop routines.
Ice Cube (poorly) plays James Payton, a rule-breaking detective who is quick to throw an insult
and judgmental glare to anyone that crosses his path.
One such person is Hart’s character Ben Barber, the boyfriend of Cube’s younger sister, played
by Tika Sumpter. Relying on his thorough shooter video-game knowledge, Hart plans to graduate
from the police academy and marry his girlfriend … but not without getting her big bro’s permission first.
“Ride Along”
In order to test his resolve, James invites Ben on a ride along to
see if he’s cut out for both the police force and his younger sister.

Cue Ben’s sad, formulaic, hour-and-a-half long vie for approval.
PG-13 99 min.
From the get-go, “Ride Along” is cringeworthy. The script is full
Starring Ice Cube, Kevin
of angry one-liners highlighting Cube’s hostile character and his
Hart, Tika Sumpter
aggressive, albeit slightly entertaining, arched eyebrows.
The saving grace, and perhaps the only element keeping this film
afloat, is Hart. His manic, expressive comedy is no doubt funny, but amid so much rough material,
his talent is hard to appreciate. Ice Cube’s acting diminishes even the funniest of Hart’s humor,
though there is a reference to his 1995 stoner comedy “Friday” in there, so that was fun.
Hart has clearly established himself as more than capable to transition from stand-up to film.
However, with at least three more films scheduled to release this year, Hart’s talents may begin to
fade due to overexposure, but who knows. I’m continually surprised by the duration of one-trick
ponies. (Cough, Madea, cough).
James stages a series of inconveniences for Ben, allowing him to take a glimpse into the job he
desires, only to discover that his video game expertise doesn’t translate well to actual police work.
However, these tests do warrant some laughs, with Ben (unsuccessfully) interrogating a child on a
playground and encountering a disruptive biker gang. Despite his shortcomings, Ben doesn’t lack
passion, and he continues to face the challenges thrown at him.
What starts out as a simple cop-duo comedy, “Ride Along” oh-so-subtly shifts into an action
film complete with speeding cars, hostage situations and illegal arms trades. This film follows the
stereotypes for these genres so predictably that the audience can easily foresee the outcomes, the
twists and sometimes even the jokes.
Surprisingly, for such a lousy script, “Ride Along” boasts some big names like John Leguizamo
and Laurence Fishburne. Even with such star power, the script hardly allows them the opportunity
to shine, with Leguizamo reduced to a painfully un-funny, crude “male humor.” And as for Fishburne, all I’m going to say is that I prefer to remember him as Morpheus.
By the end of the film, James and Ben work together to tag-team a crime boss, reconciling their
differences and ultimately impressing the captain. Ben’s video-game knowledge actually comes in
handy, who would’ve thought? Oh, that’s right, everyone.
So if you’re solely looking for a few laughs, then “Ride Along” should be on your list, but if you’re
looking for a little something besides tired jokes, poor writing and overdone explosions, ride along.
Travis Barbour is a senior media arts and design major. Contact him at barboutw@
dukes.jmu.edu.
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Happy birthday, Mr. President
President Alger celebrated his 50th birthday early with fellow Dukes, making
an appearance at E-Hall for dinner before Wednesday night’s basketball game
against Northeastern University. Alger attended the event with his family; he
turned 50 on Sunday.

Sports

GOT BASKETBALL?
Follow us on Twitter @thebreezesports for updates.
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Hurting
Dukes
Cooke’s injury may
add to trend under
coach Matt Brady

By STEPHEN PROFFITT
The Breeze

JMU got a dose of history in Williamsburg this Saturday; it didn’t
come from attending a colonial
re-enactment, but was in the form
of an injury to a key player.
Sophomore guard Charles
Cooke rolled his already-injured
right ankle at the end of the first
half of the Tribe’s 78-56 schooling
of JMU.
He was in extreme discomfort
as athletic trainer Cal Hall attended to him at the end of the bench.
Official word came at halftime that
Cooke was done for the game, and
probably longer. He watched from
the bench in the second half with
a towel over his head, sporting a
black medical boot that went halfway up his calf.
“I just knew he was in a lot of
pain once he hit the ground,” sophomore guard Ron Curry said.
Head coach Matt Brady was in
visible distress outside the locker
room following the game as Hall
told him Cooke would receive
X-rays and that the damage would
be assessed from there.
“Preliminary report is a highankle sprain,” Brady said during
his press conference. “My experience with that is that it takes a
while. You know, hopeful for Saturday [at home against the College
of Charleston], but not expecting
him to play.”
Brady has a lot of unfortunate
experience with injuries. Some
notable ones include Julius Wells
(2009-12), Devon Moore (2009-13)
and current redshirt senior forward
Andrey Semenov in the past few
seasons.
Brady has been through several
press conferences over the years
with hypothetical responses to
his team’s performance in terms
of injuries and depth. It’s human
nature to assess where your team
would be if you didn’t lose player
X for any amount of time. The pressure is always consistent, but can
be exacerbated whenever a team
loses key floor time and performance from a go-to player.
Depending on the severity and
length of Cooke’s injury, Brady
could lose 34.7 minutes per game
and 15.1 points per game.
“He’s mad he couldn’t play with
us, but he’ll be all right,” sophomore guard Andre Nation said.
“We’re going to bounce back.”
According to the NCAA, as of its
games through Jan. 19, JMU ranks
331 out of 351 Division I programs
with 62.4 points/game and 344
with 8.4 assists per game.
An extended amount of time
without Cooke means, on paper,
JMU will be scoring under 50
points per game. That would be farfetched, as surely another player
will step up offensively, right?
Nation has surely come on
strong in his four games back with
70 points (17.5 points per game).
Semenov broke out of a multigame dry spell offensively Saturday
with eight points. He’s averaging
11.1 points per game in his sixth
and final season, but shooting a
mere 29 percent from downtown,
which is usually his strong suit. He
is a career 40 percent shooter from
behind the arc and is a solid spotup shooter; Semenov can stretch
an opposing defense to great
lengths.
Before the season started Brady
stated that Semenov could alleviate scoring pressure from younger
guys, but lately the pressure has
fallen on the one true veteran on
the nation’s youngest team.
“It’s kind of a pressure to score
the basketball for me for us to win,”
Semenov said. “As a shooter you’re
suppose to believe in yourself and
I do.”
Either way, his presence behind
the arc and in the box will be a
big factor for the Dukes down the
stretch.
For Brady, this year’s team is an
experiment, an investment and a
sincere “work in progress.”
“We’re a young team, we’re
inexperienced,” he said. “We need
to get better. We need to grow as
a team and my focus is on that.”
see BASKETBALL, page 12
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KIRBY’S NEW
GROOVES

SEAN CASSIDY / THE BREEZE

Senior guard Kirby Burkholder is leading the Colonial Athletic
Association with 18.4 points per game and 49 total three-pointers
made. Throughout the season, she’s worked with head coach Kenny
Brooks to add more moves and shots inside the three-point line.
HOLLY WARFIELD / THE BREEZE

Burkholder works to expand her versatility as a scorer
By WAYNE EPPS JR.
The Breeze

Any great basketball player is constantly seeking to add something to his or her
game to get another leg up.
For Lebron James, it may be a hook
shot; for Blake Griffin, it may be more
post moves. For JMU senior guard Kirby
Burkholder, it’s a series of moves to bring
her down from her usual home around the
perimeter.
“Every day in position split [in practice],
we do the Euro-step, we do pull-ups, fadeaway,” Burkholder said. “I really worked
on, like, fadeaway shots. So just all of those,
we work on them really often.”
It’s no secret that Burkholder is a prolific three-point shooter. She has the most
total three-pointers in the Colonial Athletic Association this season (49), and she is
second on JMU’s career three-pointers list
with 230 made in her career, trailing only
Dawn Evans’ 387 (2007-11).
“Everyone knows me as a shooter,
and that’s probably their main thing that
they’re scouting against me,” Burkholder
said. “So just being able to do anything
off the bounce, or adding anything else
besides just shooting helps my game a lot.”
Burkholder doesn’t have a specific list
of things to add, but head coach Kenny
Brooks is constantly giving her new things
to try.
“It’s great. He gives so much extra
time just to do the individual workouts
and teaching those moves,” Burkholder

said. “Because all college coaches don’t
do that. So just for him to put in all that
extra time to work with me on it. I pick it
up when he does it a few times, and he’s
always on me to do them.”
On Jan. 12, against the University of
Delaware, Burkholder broke her careerhigh points total by scoring her 30th point
using a move where she faked to the left
in the lane, spun around and scored
on a floater. Brooks calls this move the
“Rondo” after Boston Celtics guard Rajon
Rondo. It’s a move Burkholder said she
worked on a lot in the week leading up
to the game.
“You look at Rajon Rondo, he gets in
the lane and he does a little ball fake. And
I think he probably stole it from [basketball hall of famer] Hakeem Olajuwon,”
Brooks said after the Delaware game.
“But it’s still, it’s a good ball fake. She turns
around, and she’s got the basketball within eight feet, I think it’s going to be a good
chance of it going in.”
The move is a tangible expression of
Burkholder’s progression as a scorer. It’s
a shot Brooks said Burkholder wouldn’t
have been able to make last season.
Besides the “Rondo,” Burkholder cites
pull-up jumpers and shots created off
screens as some of the most effective
moves for her.
“Just anything creating my own shot,”
Burkholder said. “Besides just catching
the pass from anyone. So just continuing
to work on off the balance [shots].”
Burkholder was a power forward at

Turner Ashby High School. She has
experience working down low, and JMU
is now giving her the option to do that
again. There she can take advantage of
new foul rules that are stricter against
hand-checking.
The 6-footer can also create size mismatches down low.
“If I have a smaller guard or something
on me, I have a little bit of an advantage
there,” Burkholder said. “And I like to be
down there sometimes.”
As with any dangerous scorer, by working inside the perimeter, Burkholder can
open up shots for her teammates.
“It gives us a lot more to work with,”
sophomore guard Precious Hall said.
“Because if you see Kirby posting up, even
if they do double-team her, it’s opening
something else for somebody else on the
perimeter.”
While three-point shooting effectively
remains Burkholder’s bread and butter —
of the 238 shots she’s taken this season,
59.7 percent were three-point attempts
—a developing presence inside could take
her game to the next level.
“She works really hard, she tries to
do everything we ask her to do,” Brooks
said after the Delaware game. “We try to
implement a lot of pro moves with her …
And, I think she proved today why she
should be, and will be, in consideration
for [Naismith College] Player of the Year.”
CONTACT Wayne Epps Jr. at
breezesports@gmail.com.
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BOV | Memorial softball field to be resurfaced with synthetic turf
from front

Player workouts now begin at 5:45 a.m. in the morning, immediately followed by team breakfast and
classes.
“I told them, Monday through Friday is mine,” Withers said. “Be smart, because Monday comes real fast.”
Withers is placing a heavier emphasis on academics than the previous years, making it a priority for his
players. The new study hall policy Withers implemented breaks the players down into the three following
groups: blue, purple and gold.
The blue group consists of players who need help
managing their schedules, keeping up with class and
generally “how to do things right.” Members of this
group are required to complete 10 hours of study hall
each week.
“Even if they’re a junior, they have to check in with
our academic people,” Withers said.
The purple group is made up of players who have
a better grasp on how to manage life, but still need
some assistance along the way. These players have
eight required hours of study hall a week and receive
guidance from coaches on how to improve themselves
as people.
The remaining players fall into the gold group. They
are only required to complete four study hall hours a
week, and receive less guidance from the coaches. The
main goal is for all players to reach this level before
graduation.
According to Withers, this is a big change from the
previous policy of freshmen-only study hall.
“I believe there are juniors, sophomores, seniors
that still need to be guided,” he said. “We’re trying to
teach our grown men to grow their competitive spirit,
and also teach them competitive excellence. That’s
not on the football field; that’s in the classroom.”
President Jon Alger echoed Withers’ sentiments
later on in the meeting:
“Student athletes are students first.”
The committee responded very positively to Withers’ plans to revamp the focus and attitude of the
football team.
“His focus on the students really separated him from
the crowd,” said Ron Devine, committee chairperson

and BOV member. He encouraged the committee to
“be confident in turning this program over to him.”
Elsewhere, Athletic Director Jeff Bourne spoke to
the committee with a general update on all sports,
first addressing the current men’s basketball season.
According to Bourne, cohesiveness is a big issue
for this squad, but Andre Nation’s return is already

The Withers method
Blue group — These are the players that
need help managing their schedules, keeping
up with class and generally, “How to do things
right.” They are required to complete 10 hours
of study hall a week.
Purple group — This group has a better
grasp on how to manage life, but still needs a
little assistance along the way. These players
have eight required hours of study hall a week,
and recieve guidance from coaches on how to
improve themselves as men.
Gold group — The remaining players fall into
this group, requiring only four study hall hours a
week and less guidance from the coaches. The
goal is for all players to reach this level before
graduation.
making an impact, both because of his dynamic on the
team and the number of minutes he is now taking up.
“There are a couple kids on that team that ended up
playing 11 or 12 minutes as freshman that shouldn’t
have been out there three or four minutes,” Bourne said.
Staffing changes were addressed next. Bourne began
by revealing that an offer would be extended later that
day (Friday) to a new head field hockey coach to fill the

position that long-time coach Antoinette Lucas vacated
mid-season last fall. The interim position is currently held by associate head coach Michael Boal. As of
Friday, the applicants have been narrowed down to
three; the search involved department heads, the current coaches and input from current players.
None of former head coach Mickey Matthews’ coaching staff has been retained by Withers, but Bourne
assured the group that the new hires are a “young,
aggressive, intelligent staff,” touting the recent acquisition of former Georgia Tech starting quarterback Vad
Lee.
“He put 1,300 miles on his car this week,” Bourne
said of one coach’s recruiting efforts. “They’re out and
they’re working hard.”
The final staffing change discussed was women’s tennis head coach Maria Mallermo, who was brought back
onto staff this season; she will officially be retiring at
the end of the season.
The last matter Bourne discussed was updating the
current athletic facilities. While the university has been
funding changes to athletic facilities for the past few
years, the release of the Carr Report emphasised the
importance of maintaining quality facilities to make
the ever-controversial move up to the Football Bowl
Subdivision.
The softball field at Memorial Park — which was built
in 2010 — has been deemed to be in need of resurfacing
by head coach Mickey Dean.
The bid to build a new field hockey stadium at University Park greatly exceeded what the department
wanted to spend. As a result, the money that was previously allocated to that project will now be split between
putting down synthetic turf on the softball field, the
existing East Campus field hockey field and transitioning the intramural soccer field on East Campus to a turf
surface for year-round use by University Recreation.
The department hopes to update the tennis courts in
the near future, as well.
Overall, Bourne asserted that all changes to the athletic department and its facilities that were presented
Friday are part of a “concerted effort to catch up.”
CONTACT Hayley Thompson at
breezesports@gmail.com.

Basketball | Record consistent with past years Mixed results for
men’s and women’s
tennis in season
debuts
from page 11

At 6-13, 1-3 Colonial Athletic Association,
this team is still very much in contention. The
CAA is always up for grabs and this year is no
different. A nine-team tournament in March
will decide the conference’s only automatic
bid into this year’s NCAA tournament. They
will most likely not receive any at-large bids.
In all honesty, a ninth-seeded team
shouldn’t be counted out on running the
tables in Baltimore.
Brady has been vocal about his desire to
allot minutes to his six-man freshmen class.
Jackson Kent (24.1 minutes per game) and
Tom Vodanovich (23.8 minutes per game)
have been getting the most out of the bunch.
“This is a challenging stretch for all of us in
our program because it doesn’t get any easier
and we’re without another good player for the
foreseeable future,” Brady said.
If Cooke takes a while to recover, Brady
will have no choice but to rely on his freshmen. The six of them combine for about 16.7
points per game. That would cover Cooke’s
absence, but fails to fill the intangible skills
Cooke brings to this team.
In his sixth year at JMU, it may be a ‘“careful
what you wish for” remainder of the season
for Brady.
“That’s the nature of a young team,” Brady
said. “It’s funny, I heard Roy Williams from
North Carolina being interviewed and he
said, ‘That’s where we are, 0-3 or 0-4 North
Carolina.’”
To put it in perspective, the Dukes were
9-10 on Martin Luther King, Jr. day last year.
They ended up in Dayton, Ohio. in the NCAA
tournament. They were 8-9 in 2012, 15-3 in ’11,
9-8 in ’10 and 12-7 in ’09 on MLK day under
Brady.
“I’d love to have a different record, but you
know, it is what it is,” he said.

Lauren Gordon / The breeze

Sophomore Charles Cooke’s injury will leave a starting spot open on the team for a less experienced player.

Contact Stephen Proffitt
at proffittjs@gmail.com.

Both men’s and women’s tennis opened their
seasons this weekend. The men’s team played
at the Virginia Commonwealth University 4-1
Invitational and the women’s team played at
the College of William & Mary in a dual meet.
In the VCU 4-1 Invitational, the men’s team
went 1-1, beating Temple University 3-2 and
losing to VCU 5-0. At William & Mary, the Tribe
defeated JMU 6-1.
At VCU, JMU was swept by the Rams in each
of the four singles matches and the one doubles
match. Then, against Temple, JMU won three
of the singles matches to come away with the
overall win.
Sophomore Robert Stirling defeated Temple
sophomore Hicham Belkssir 6-3, 6-4 in the No.
1 singles match. In the No. 2 matchup, freshman
Sebastian Salinas defeated Temple sophomore
Santiago Canete 6-2, 6-3. Finally, freshman Brett
Moorhead defeated Temple freshman Filip Stipcic
6-1, 7-5 in the No. 3 matchup.
At William & Mary, freshman Rachel Nelson
defeated Tribe sophomore Jackie Lee 6-0, 6-2 for
JMU’s one point in the loss.
Two separate matches went to three sets with
the Tribe coming out on top in each. Freshman
Melanie Roy defeated JMU freshman Emily
Bradshaw 7-6, 1-6, 6-0. And senior Sydney Smith
defeated JMU senior Andriescu Ruxandra 2-6,
6-0, 6-3.
Both JMU teams are off until Feb. 8-9. The
men’s team travels to Greenville, N.C. to play
Georgia Southern University on Feb. 8 and East
Carolina University on Feb. 9. The women’s team
plays the Navall Academy Feb. 8 and then the
University of Maryland Baltimore County Feb. 9.
- staff report

Swimming ends
dual-meet schedule
with a bang
This Saturday, in the team’s final dual meet of
the season at the University of Pittsburgh, JMU
defeated Denison University 216-84, but lost to
Pittsburgh 167-133.
In the swimming events, junior Sin Hye Won
took first in the 100-yard breaststroke with a time
of 1:03.48. It was her sixth overall first-place finish of the season. Won also finished second in the
200-yard breaststroke with a time of 2:19.72.
With a time of 2:05.79, senior Kelsey Holmgaard
won the 200-yard individual medley.
In relays, junior Susanne Gingher finished first
twice. Along with Won, sophomore Kacy Edsall
and senior Shannon Dubay, the Dukes won the
200-yard medley relay in 1:45.28. In the 400-yard
freestyle, Gingher, along with sophomores Camilla Czulada and Carli Molano, won in 3:28.79.
Individually, Gingher also won the 50-yard
freestyle with a time of 23.58.
Finally, in the 200-yard individual medley,
senior Kelsey Holmgaard won with a time of
2:05.79.
In diving, freshman Taryn McLaughlin won
the one-meter board with a score of 264.20. It was
her fifth overall first-place finish of the season.
McLaughlin also finished second in the threemeter dive with a score of 254.40.
JMU ends its dual meet schedule with a 7-4
record. Next up for the Dukes diving team is a
meet at Clemson on Feb. 8. Then the entire swimming and diving team will head to the Cavalier
Invitational in Charlottesville on Feb.14-15.
- staff report
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Classifieds
3-BR Apartment. Near
Memorial
Hall/Downtown.
www.castleproperty.com
540-564-2659

Tax preparation (all
students) for $69/$99. DHS
Financial
Services.
(540)438-0288.

Remodeled 1-BR, Stainless-Steel Appliances. Hard
Floors Available 14-15 www.
castleproperty.com
540564-2659

Affordable
Health
Insurance. Call DHS Financial Services at(540)
438-0288 NOW

4 bedroom,2 bath,3
blocks away. 85 E.Grattan
(540)434-4227
Room available ASAP
in Stone Gate, email graeffat@dukes.jmu.edu for details!

Reputation
Management Your Online and
ReputationMatters.
888.737.8922

Mobile

Online Backup - Easy
Secure Automatic for your
files 888.737-8922

home
Massanutten
for rent. Contact Mountain Valley Mangement/
Steve Stein

YOGA: small classes, mindful, safe for all. www.agoodstretch.com or 432-YOGA

3 bedroom/2.5 bath
townhouse available 7/2014.
North campus, $925/month,
540-908-8923.

Shades of Shay Airbrush Tanning Discounts for
JMU!

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
“Where JMU buys their diamonds”

Tycoon Platinum & 18K 1.61cts. Diamond Ring
Center GIA Certified Tycoon Cut 1.01cts I SI1
PREGNANT? We are a childless couple hoping to adopt a
baby. Call/text 720-6080143

This Week $4900

bowflex power pro xlt.
$600.
(540)234-8925
01/16/2014
Three DiLonghi elec.
space heaters. Exel.
cond. $25.00 ea. 833-2610.

!
*All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff
GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

We’re

Hiring
Writing

Photo

Video

Web

Apply On JOBLINK

DEADLINE: FEB 5th
Design

Editor

MANAGEMENT

Sales

Multiple

Positions

L’ltalia

RESTAURANT & BAR

Date Night
only $49 per couple

February 6th
Includes:

oldest restaurant in town!

-4 course meal
-bottle of wine
-house salad
-appetizer
-dessert

815 East Market Street, Harrisonburg, Va 22801 /

540.433.0961
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